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Abstract 17 

The time delay of photoelectron emission serves as a fundamental building block to 18 

understand the ultrafast electron emission dynamics in strong-field physics. Here, we 19 

study the photoelectron angular streaking of CO molecules by using two-color (400 + 800 20 

nm) co-rotating circularly polarized fields. By coincidently measuring photoelectrons with 21 

the dissociative ions, we present the molecular-frame photoelectron angular distributions 22 

with respect to the instantaneous driving electric field signatures. We develop a 23 

semiclassical nonadiabatic molecular quantum-trajectory Monte Carlo (MO-QTMC) 24 

model that fully captures the experimental observations and further ab initio simulations. 25 

We disentangle the orientation-resolved contribution of the anisotropic ionic potential and 26 

the molecular orbital structure on the measured photoelectron angular distributions. 27 

Furthermore, by analyzing the photoelectron interference patterns, we extract the sub-28 

Coulomb-barrier phase distribution of the photoelectron wavepacket and reconstruct the 29 

orientation- and energy-resolved Wigner time delay in the molecular frame. Holographic 30 

angular streaking with bi-circular fields can be used for probing polyatomic molecules in 31 

the future. 32 

 33 
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 1 

MAIN TEXT 2 

 3 

1. Introduction 4 

The photoelectric effect [1], one of the most fundamental light-matter interactions, has been 5 

widely used for probing ultrafast dynamics in atoms, molecules and condensed matter. It has been 6 

the spotlight of research in the community of ultrafast and strong-field science. Nowadays, the 7 

basic questions about how long the photoionization process takes place and how to identify the 8 

specific mechanisms responsible for the measured time delays have been reignited with the 9 

emergence of attosecond metrology [2-6]. The concept of the Wigner time delay has been 10 

constructed to characterize such photoemission delay [7-9]. To date, most investigations related to 11 

time delay were focused on one- or few-photon ionization and strong-field tunneling from atoms 12 

or molecules. However, disentangling the time-resolved photoionization dynamics in strong-field 13 

multiphoton ionization is still challenging because of the complex multi-path interferences [10-14 

15]. 15 

Recently, the attosecond holographic angular streaking scheme using two-color bi-circular 16 

fields (ω+2ω) has been widely used to explore time-resolved photoemission dynamics in atomic 17 

multiphoton ionization [16-21], such as probing the phase and amplitude of emitting wave 18 

packets [16], and measuring the time delay of spin-orbit coupled electronic state [20]. In contrast 19 

to atomic photoionization, molecular-frame measurements of complex molecules show that the 20 

spatial distribution of molecular orbitals can result in the displacement of rescattering wavepacket 21 

[22], orientation-dependent electron phase distribution [23] and modulation of the releasing time 22 

of photoelectrons [24,25]. Due to the anisotropy of the long-range ionic potential in molecule, the 23 

photoelectron interference patterns are distorted. The photoemission has non-trivial 24 

spatiotemporal features for complex molecules [26]. In this sense, revealing the time delay of 25 

molecular strong-field ionization and clocking the multiphoton ionization of asymmetrical 26 

molecules are certainly interesting and would be important in revealing further fundamental 27 

principles in ultrafast physical and chemical sciences. 28 

Here, we employ the phase-locked two-color bi-circular (800 nm + 400 nm) fields to 29 

investigate the orientation-dependent photoelectron angular streaking of asymmetric CO 30 

molecules and to extract the molecular-frame sub-Coulomb-barrier phase of the photoelectron 31 

wavepacket, which is associated with the molecular Wigner time delay. We measure the 32 

molecular-frame photoelectron angular distributions of CO molecules in a high-intensity 400-nm 33 

circular field and a same-helicity low-intensity 800-nm circular field. The measured photoelectron 34 

angular distribution reveals an alternating half-ring pattern, which exhibits a drastic dependence 35 
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on the molecular orientation angle. We develop a semiclassical nonadiabatic molecular quantum-1 

trajectory Monte Carlo (MO-QTMC) model to extract the contribution of the anisotropic 2 

Coulomb interaction and the molecular orbital structure from the photoelectron interference 3 

patterns. The effect of the sub-Coulomb-barrier phase of emitted electron wavepacket on 4 

photoelectron interference structure has been also revealed. This molecular-frame sub-Coulomb-5 

barrier phase depends on molecular orientation and photoelectron energy, and it is intrinsically 6 

related with the Wigner time delay. 7 

 8 

2. Materials and Methods 9 

2.1. Experimental Methods. Experimentally, the fundamental field is produced by a 10 

femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser amplifier system (25 fs FWHM, 800 nm, 3 kHz). The second 11 

harmonic pulse at 400 nm is generated by using a 250 μm BBO crystal. The two-color bi-circular 12 

[Co-rotating two-color circularly polarized (CoRTC)] field is realized by using a Mach-Zehnder 13 

interferometer scheme. A pair of fused silica wedges are used to precisely adjust the relative 14 

phase between the two laser pulses with a time accuracy of ~5 as. Three-dimensional momentum 15 

vectors of the photoelectrons and fragment ions are coincidently detected using the cold target 16 

recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) apparatus [27]. The laser intensities of the 400 17 

nm and 800 nm circular field are calibrated to be ~8.9×10
13

 W/cm
2 

and ~6.3×10
11

 W/cm
2
 in our 18 

experiment, respectively. In the experiment, the Keldysh parameter is calculated to be 19 

/ 2
keldysh p p

I U  ~ 3.2 (Ip is the ionization potential of CO; 
22

0
4/ EU

p
  is the pondermotive 20 

potential with the laser field amplitude E0 and frequency ω), which is well in multiphoton 21 

ionization regime. 22 

We illustrate the principle of probing molecular-frame time-resolved electron dynamics via 23 

the bi-circular field attoclock scheme in Figure 1. The bound electron escapes the molecular 24 

potential into different directions by absorbing photons. The resulting parent ion CO
+
 can be 25 

populated into the repulsive states by the laser-induced coupling and dissociate into C
+
 and O ions 26 

[28]. Within the axial recoil approximation [29,30], the direction of the ionic fragments’ momenta 27 

is in accordance with the molecular orientation at the ionization instant. Thus, we can reconstruct 28 

the photoelectron momentum distributions in the molecular frame with the emission direction of 29 

C
+
 ions θion (see Fig. 1 for the definition of the angles) on the polarization plane for the 30 

dissociative ionization channel CO
+
→ C

+
 + O.  31 

 32 

2.2. TDSE Calculation. We solve the two-dimensional TDSE within the Born-Oppenheimer 33 

approximation, by writing (in atomic units) [31] 34 
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where Ψ(r, t) is the electron wave function and r = (x, y) is the electron position in the 2 

polarization plane of light. Within the single-active-electron (SAE) approximation, the potential 3 

in equation (1) is expressed as 4 
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Here J labels the carbon and oxygen atom centers located at fixed positions RJ. 
0

J
Z  and 

J
Z

  are 6 

the bare charge and effective charge of the nucleus J, respectively. The value of 
J

Z
  is derived 7 

from a Mulliken analysis of the parent ion. Parameters aJ and σJ are optimized such that the 8 

calculated orbital energy approaches the experimental energy value.  9 

The wave function is propagated using the splitting-operator method [32]. The initial wave 10 

function is prepared by the imaginary-time propagation. And the real-time evolution of the 11 

electron wave function is separated into the bound wave packet and ionizing wave packet at each 12 

time step. Then, we project the ionizing wavepacket on the Volkov Hamiltonian and propagate it 13 

to the end of the simulation. At last, the final photoelectron momentum distribution is obtained by 14 

summing up the ionizing wave packets in momentum space from each time step.  15 

For CO molecule, we consider the 5σ highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). Lower 16 

molecular orbitals are not considered here because of their much higher ionization energies (the 17 

ionization energies for HOMO and HOMO-1 are 13.9 and 14.9 eV). In Supplementary Figure 1, 18 

we display the HOMO wave function of CO in the coordinate space by solving the TDSE. The 19 

spatial wave function shows an excellent agreement with the result presented in Ref. [33] which is 20 

calculated using the standard software from the quantum chemistry. 21 

2.3. Nonadiabatic MO-QTMC Model. We have also utilized a semiclassical nonadiabatic MO-22 

QTMC [34,35] model to track the time-resolved ionization dynamics of CO molecules.  In this 23 

model, we consider the construction of the CO molecular orbital on the carbon and oxygen atom 24 

centers, as the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) 25 

,

( ) ( )
co Ja a J

J C O a

c 


   r r R ,                                               (3) 26 

The r – RJ labels the nuclei located at fixed positions RJ. For the HOMO of CO, the expand 27 

coefficients cJa and atomic orbitals ψa are tabulated in Refs. [36, 37]. As seen in Ref. [37], one can 28 

find that the molecular orbital at the carbon (oxygen) atom side is approximated by the atomic 2s 29 

and 3s (2s and 2p) orbits. Additionally, the HOMO wave function of CO exhibits an evident bias 30 
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towards the carbon atom side (see Supplementary Figure 1). This results in a higher ionization 1 

rate from the carbon sides. This implies that the liberated photoelectron mainly originates from 2 

the carbon atom side. Since the inclusion of all superimposed atomic orbitals will introduce a 3 

great complexity and huge computation, we use the bonding superposition of two s atomic 4 

orbitals to mimic the HOMO of CO in the semiclassical nonadiabatic MO-QTMC model. This 5 

simplified approximation has been considered for N2 and works well in reproducing the 6 

experimental measurement [23]. In this case, the HOMO wave function of CO in both coordinate 7 

(r) and momentum (k) representations are 8 

3/2

1
( )= [ ( / 2 ) ( / 2 )]
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Here = 2
p

I . The parameter a and parameter b are related to the spatial electron density of 11 

carbon and oxygen atom in a CO molecule, respectively. For the HOMO of a CO molecule, a = 12 

0.75 and b = 0.25. These two parameters are chosen to match the experimental orientation-13 

dependent ionization rate [38]. In Supplementary Figure 2, we illustrate the orientation-14 

dependent ionization rates of CO by using the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC and TDSE, where 0
o
 15 

corresponds to the electronic field pointing from the carbon atom to the oxygen atom. The 16 

results from the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC model and TDSE show excellent agreement, which 17 

suggests the validity of the molecular orbital approximation used in nonadiabatic MO-QTMC. 18 

In the next step, we present the details of the solution of saddle-point molecular strong-field 19 

approximation [39,40]. The direct transition matrix element in the length gauge is given as [41] 20 

( )

0

( ) ( ) | ( ) | ( ) .
pT

iS t

C O
M i dt t t e    p p A r E r                              (6) 21 

Here Tp is the pulse turn-off time, and p is the canonical momentum. The ionization energy Ip is 22 

0.51 a.u.. A(t) is the instantaneous vector and E(t) is the electronic field. 23 

2

0

( ) {[ ( )] / 2 }
t

p
S t d I    p A is the classical action. The coordinate-space wave function 24 

ΨCO(r) is given by equation (4). Since the classical action S(t) is an exponent term and it is a 25 

rapidly oscillating function of time t, we can use the saddle-point approximation by deforming the 26 
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contour integral in the complex plane and passing near a saddle point to approximate the integral. 1 

The integration over time t is thus recast in the form of a sum over saddle points, 2 
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From this transition amplitude M (p) in equation (7), we analytically obtain the initial momentum 4 

distributions and sub-Coulomb-barrier phase structure of the emitted electron wave packet. We 5 

obtain the initial coordinates of photoelectrons with the saddle point approximation by using the 6 

imaginary time theory in the complex plane. Then we sample the photoelectrons using Monte 7 

Carlo approach and propagate the classical trajectories at the exit with the “quantum” phase in the 8 

combined molecular Coulomb potential and electric field of the laser pulse. The photoelectron 9 

propagates classically in the laser field and Coulomb fields governed by the Newtonian equation, 10 

3 3

( / 2 ) ( / 2 )
( , ) ( ) ( )

2 | / 2 | 2 | / 2 |
= V t t

 
    

 

r R r R
r r R E E

r R r R
.                  (8) 11 

The phase of each classical trajectory for emitted electrons is composed of the sub-barrier phase 12 

acquired during the ionization process and the propagation phase accumulated by the classical 13 

motion. The detailed description of the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC is given in supplementary 14 

material.  15 

It should be noted that unlike the saddle-point molecular strong-field approximation, in which 16 

the long-range Coulomb potential has been ignored, we have included the contribution of long-17 

range Coulomb potential in semiclassical propagation in the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC model. 18 

This model can be employed to disentangle the contributions of molecular orbital-corrected 19 

ionization rate, sub-Coulomb-barrier phase and the long-range Coulomb potential and analyze 20 

their individual effects in intense-light-molecule interaction. 21 

 22 

3. Results and Discussion 23 

In the synthesized CoRTC laser field, the strong 400-nm laser field is used to ionize CO 24 

molecules. The introduction of the weak 800-nm laser field breaks the symmetry of original 25 

circular 400-nm light field, leading to the sideband (SB) structures between the neighboring 400-26 

nm above-threshold ionization (ATI) peaks. The measured momentum distribution accumulated 27 

all orientations of the CO molecular axis with respect to the light’s polarization plane is illustrated 28 

in Figure 1(b). Here, α is the most probable emission angle of photoelectrons with respect to the 29 

x-direction. It is evident that the momentum pattern is composed of ATI and SB half rings. These 30 
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interference rings are modulated as a function of the photoelectron emission angle in the 1 

polarization plane. 2 

To visualize the molecular orientation-dependent interference pattern, we illustrate the 3 

photoelectron angular distribution as a function of θion , as shown in Figures 2(a) and 3(a), which 4 

correspond to SB1 and ATI2 peaks respectively, after normalizing with the photoelectron angular 5 

distribution at each C
+
 emission angle θion. Here the C

+
 emission angle θion is selected within a 6 

conical cut of ±10o out of the polarization x-y plane in the momentum slice with |pz| < 0.1 a.u. (pz 7 

is the electron momentum along the laser polarization direction). For both SB1 and ATI2 peaks, 8 

the overall distributions are divided into two tilted strips around θion= ~60
o
 and the emission angle 9 

α varies as a function of θion in each tilted strip. 10 

To interpret the experiment results, we have solved the TDSE (see Sec. 2.2) and performed 11 

the simulation with the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC model (see Sec. 2.3). The molecular orientation-12 

integrated photoelectron momentum distributions within the polarization plane for nonadiabatic 13 

MO-QTMC and TDSE are shown in Figures 1(c) and 1(d), respectively. The changes of α as a 14 

function of θion for SB1 and ATI2 peaks with nonadiabatic MO-QTMC are shown in Figures 2(b) 15 

and 3(b), respectively. For TDSE, the simulated results for SB1 and ATI2 peaks are displayed in 16 

Figures 2(c) and 3(c), respectively. For a quantitative comparison of the two theoretical models 17 

and experimental measurements, we have extracted the most probable electron emission angles 18 

from the correlation plots [the white lines in Figures 2(b)-2(c) and Figures 3(b)-3(c)]. The 19 

corresponding results for SB1 and ATI2 peaks are shown in Figures 2(d) and 3(d). It is evident 20 

that the simulated oscillation of photoelectron angular distributions using the nonadiabatic MO-21 

QTMC and TDSE show excellent agreement with the experiment results.  22 

The most probable emission angle in each interference ring can be given by α = Δα+αstreak. 23 

Within strong-field approximation, the streaking angle αstreak originates from the vector potential 24 

which trails the rotating electric field E(t) by 90
o
 (SB1: αstreak = 90

o
; ATI2: αstreak = − 90

o
). 25 

According to the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC, the relative shift peak Δα is decomposed as the sum of 26 

three contributions,  27 

= + +
m o in i cc

       .                                                      (9) 28 

The term Δαmo results from the product of the molecular orbital structure and the ionization rate 29 

for the CoRTC field, which results in a shift of photoelectron ionization time relative to the 30 

electric field peak [26]. Here the molecular orbital structure is associated with the anisotropic 31 

spatial distribution of electron density in HOMO of the CO molecule. The offset, Δαini, results 32 

from the accumulated phase term ϕini during the sub-Coulomb-barrier ionization process, which is 33 

related to the Wigner time delay information for the transition from the bound state to the 34 
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continuum state [22]. The term Δαcc is the angular offset arising from the long-range Coulomb 1 

interaction after ionization. One can study these effects using the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC model. 2 

We have calculated the photoelectron angular distributions for different molecular 3 

orientations using the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC without the long-range Coulomb potential and 4 

then extracted the most probable emission angle for each orientation. The most probable emission 5 

angle for SB1 and ATI2 are depicted in Figures 2(d) and 3(d) (blue dashed lines), respectively. 6 

Then, we subtract the streaking angle αstreak from α and obtain the change Δα of the electron 7 

emission angle as a function of θion (i.e., Δα = α − αstreak or Δα = α − αstreak + 360
o
 in the range of 8 

−180
o
<θion<100

o
 or 100

o
<θion<180

o
). The resulting Δα of the SB1 peak [Figure 2(d)] increase 9 

from the negative difference of −160
o
 at θion = −180

o
 to a positive value of 160

o
 at θion = 180

o
. 10 

While for the ATI2 peak [Figure 3(d)], the Δα increases from −170
o
 at θion = −180

o
 to 170

o
 at θion 11 

= 180
o
. Because the contribution of the long-range ionic Coulomb potential has been removed, Δα 12 

is decomposed as the sum of Δαmo and Δαini (i.e. Δα = Δαmo+Δαini). Notice that Δαini varies on the 13 

order of a few degrees [as seen in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] and the slight contribution of Δαini is 14 

omitted. In this case, the change of the emission angle only contains the contribution of Δαmo (i.e. 15 

Δα = Δαmo). If neglecting the Coulomb interaction after ionization, the electron emission angle is 16 

determined by the vector potential at the release time. One can directly obtain the release-time 17 

variation with respect to the laser field peak from the change of the emission angle of 18 

photoelectrons [24,25]. We then obtain the corresponding ionization-time shift ~ ±593 attosecond 19 

(as) for the SB1 peak and ~ ± 629 as for the ATI2 peak with respect to the instant when the 20 

CoRTC field maximizes.  21 

After ionization, the motion of the emitted electron is affected by the molecular anisotropic 22 

Coulomb potential, resulting in an orientation-dependent angular offset Δαcc. The angular offset 23 

Δαcc can be obtained by comparing the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC calculations with and without 24 

the long-range Coulomb interaction. The corresponding results are depicted with the orange lines 25 

(on the right vertical scale) in Figures 2(d) and 3(d). Comparing the angular offset Δαcc of SB1 26 

and ATI2 peaks, one can observe that the angular offset Δαcc of the SB1 peak is larger than that of 27 

the ATI2 peak at the same C
+
 ion emission angle θion. This means that the long-range Coulomb 28 

potential would result in a larger angular offset effect for photoelectrons with lower kinetic 29 

energy.  30 

The sub-Coulomb-barrier phase of the emitted electron wavepacket will also introduce a non-31 

ignorable angular offset. By excluding the effect of the molecular orbital structure and long-range 32 

Coulomb potential, we extract the changes of the photoelectron angular distributions for SB1 and 33 

ATI2 peaks induced solely by the sub-Coulomb-barrier phase (In this case, Δαcc = 0
o
 and Δαmo = 34 
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0
o
). the results of SB1 and ATI2 peaks are depicted in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. The 1 

most probable emission of photoelectron (α = Δαini + αstreak) is marked by the white dashed line. 2 

Both SB1 and ATI2 peaks show the variation of emission angles on the order of a few degrees. 3 

Importantly, the overall shape shows the obvious asymmetric oscillation, which can be 4 

decomposed as the superimposition of a large oscillation peak (Δαini = ~ ±9
o
/±5.5

o
 for SB1/ATI2) 5 

and a small oscillation peak (Δαini = ~±4
o
/±2.5

o
 for SB1/ATI2). Furthermore, comparison of the 6 

modulation amplitude for SB1 and ATI2 peaks indicates that the change of the electron emission 7 

angle Δαini also depends on the final momentum pf. Note that the final momentum is associated 8 

with the initial momentum pi by pf = pi −A(t). Here the initial momentum pi is perpendicular to the 9 

instantaneous laser electric field E(t). This implies that the angular offset Δαini at a given value of 10 

pf directly allows us to quantify the angular offset at the corresponding initial momentum pi with 11 

pi = pf + A(t). After excluding the contributions of the molecular orbital and long-range Coulomb 12 

potential, we calculate the sub-Coulomb-barrier phase ϕini as a function of pi and the molecular 13 

orientation θion for SB1 and ATI2 peaks by the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC model, as shown in 14 

Figures 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. It is evident that the sub-Coulomb-barrier phase ϕini is highly 15 

dependent on molecular orientation angle θion for both SB1 and ATI2 peaks. And the vanishing 16 

sub-Coulomb-barrier phase ϕini at about θion = 0
o
 and ~ ±120

o
 (θion = 0

o
 and ~ ±60

o
) for the SB1 17 

(ATI2) peak corresponds to the simultaneous vanishing angular offset Δαini.  18 

The offset angle Δαini is directly related to the sub- Coulomb-barrier phase gradient ϕ′ini (where 19 

ϕ′ini = ∂ϕini/∂pi) [18]. Using the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC model, we extract the sub-Coulomb-20 

barrier phase gradient ϕ′ini as a function of the molecular orientation θion and the initial momentum 21 

pi, as shown in Figure 5(a). For the selected values of pi [the green lines in Figure 5(a)], the 22 

oscillation of the negative sub-Coulomb-barrier phase gradient −ϕ′ini with respect to θion closely 23 

resembles that of Δαini with respect to θion. And the sub-barrier phase gradient ϕ′ini tends to 24 

gradually decrease with the increasing initial momentum pi, which is consistent with the fact that 25 

the SB1 peak (with a smaller initial momentum pi) shows a larger oscillation amplitude as 26 

compared to the ATI2 peak (with a larger initial momentum pi). 27 

The energy-dependent sub-Coulomb-barrier phase of the emitted electron wavepacket is linked 28 

to the Wigner time delay Δτw [7,8], which can be defined as the derivative of the sub-Coulomb-29 

barrier phase of the wavepacket with respect to the energy E, i.e., ΔτW = ħ∂ϕini ∕ ∂E. Considering 30 

the symmetry of the circularly polarized single-color 400-nm field (the probing 800-nm light field 31 

is perturbative in CoRTC field), the laser’s vector A(t) is constant and the photoelectron energy E 32 

is associated with both the initial momentum and the final momentum by E= pf
2
/2 = (pi − 33 

|A(t)|)
2
/(2me) (me is the electron’s mass). Thus the Wigner time delay Δτw is given by 34 
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. Having the orientation-dependent sub-barrier phase gradient 1 

ϕ′ini, one can obtain the molecular-frame Wigner time delay Δτw with respect to different 2 

photoelectron energies. Figure 5(b) displays the obtained molecular orientation-dependent Wigner 3 

time delays, as a function of the electron energy E. It is evident that the magnitude of Δτw 4 

decreases when increasing electron energy E. And the Wigner time delay Δτw for electrons emitted 5 

from the carbon atom side is larger than that of electrons emitted from the oxygen atom side. This 6 

high asymmetry of Δτw reflects the characteristics of the ionizing orbitals of CO [see 7 

Supplementary Figure 1]. The observed asymmetric offset angle Δαini [Figures 4(a) and 4(b)] is a 8 

fingerprint of the accumulated phase in sub-Coulomb-barrier process, and it encodes the 9 

photoemission time delay for strong-field molecular ionization. 10 

 11 

4. Conclusion 12 

In summary, we have measured the molecular-frame photoelectron momentum distribution of 13 

CO molecules by using two-color bi-circular fields. In theory, we have developed a dedicated 14 

nonadiabatic MO-QTMC model to disentangle the orientation-dependent behavior of molecular 15 

Coulomb interaction and molecular orbital structure on photoelectron angular distributions. Using 16 

the bi-circular scheme, one is allowed to track the time-resolved ionization dynamics and to reveal 17 

the emitted electron wavepacket phase structure and asymmetric Wigner time delay of 18 

photoemission in strong-field multiphoton ionization of CO molecules. This work shows the 19 

promising potential application in exploring the time-resolved ionization process and measuring 20 

structured Wigner time-delay of polyatomic molecules [42]. 21 
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 1 

Figures and Figure captions 2 

Figure 1 3 

 4 

Figure 1. Holographic angular streaking scheme and photoelectron momentum 5 

distributions. (a) Schematic diagram of the bi-circular scheme for measuring the time-resolved 6 

electron dynamics of asymmetrical CO molecule. The synthesized electric field E(t) is composed 7 

of the phase-locked strong 400 nm and the weak 800 nm circular field. The bound electron 8 

wavepacket is promoted into the continuum through multiphoton ionization. The gray thin arrow 9 

indicates the emission direction of the C
+
 ions for the dissociative CO molecules. (b) The 10 

measured photoelectron momentum distribution. The positions of ATI and SB are marked, 11 

respectively. (c) and (d) are the simulated photoelectron momentum distribution using the 12 

nonadiabatic MO-QTMC model and TDSE, respectively. 13 

  14 
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Figure 2 1 

 2 

Figure 2. Photoelectron angular distribution with respect to the C
+
 ion emission angle for 3 

SB1 peaks. (a) The measured photoelectron angular distribution as a function of the C
+
 ion 4 

emission angle θion for SB1 peak. Here the photoelectron angular distributions are obtained by 5 

integrating over the radial momentum 2 2

f x y
p p p   in the range of Δpf  = 0.08 a.u. centered at 6 

the peak of the SB1 position, which is indicated by the black circle in Fig. 1(b). (b), (c) The 7 

simulated result of SB1 peak by the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC and TDSE. The most probable 8 

electron emission angle is denoted by the white dotted line. (d) The most probable electron 9 

emission angle for SB1 peak from the experiment (the black line), nonadiabatic MO-QTMC 10 

model (the blue solid line) and TDSE (the purple line). The blue dashed line is calculated using 11 

the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC without the Coulomb interaction after ionization. The orange curve 12 

on the right vertical scale indicates the deflected angle because of the Coulomb interaction after 13 

ionization. 14 

  15 
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Figure 3 1 

 2 

Figure 3. Photoelectron angular distribution with respect to the C
+
 ion emission angle for 3 

ATI2 peaks. (a) Experimental distribution. Here the photoelectron angular distributions are 4 

obtained by integrating over the radial momentum 2 2

f x y
p p p   in the range of Δpf  = 0.08 a.u. 5 

centered at the peak of the ATI2 position.  (b), (c) the simulated distributions using nonadiabatic 6 

MO-QTMC and TDSE. (d) The extracted most probable electron emission angle for the ATI2 7 

peak from the experiment (the black line), nonadiabatic MO-QTMC model (the blue solid line) 8 

and TDSE (the purple line). The blue dashed line is calculated using the nonadiabatic MO-QTMC 9 

without the Coulomb interaction after ionization. The orange curve on the right vertical scale 10 

indicates the deflected angle because of the Coulomb interaction after ionization. 11 

  12 
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Figure 4 1 

 2 

Figure 4. Simulated electron emission angle Δαini + αstreak and the sub- Coulomb-barrier 3 

phase in molecular frame. (a), (b) Correlation between electron emission angle and the C
+
 ion 4 

emission angle because of the sub- Coulomb-barrier phase calculated by the nonadiabatic MO-5 

QTMC, corresponding to the SB1 and ATI2 peaks, respectively. (c), (d) The sub- Coulomb-barrier 6 

phase ϕini as a function of the initial momentum pi for different C
+
 ion emission angles for the SB1 7 

(c) and ATI2 (d) peaks, respectively. The value of ϕini is donated by the linear scale.  8 

  9 
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Figure 5 1 

 2 

Figure 5. Simulated changes of the phase gradient and Wigner time delay in molecular 3 

frame. (a) The simulated sub-Coulomb-barrier phase gradient, ϕ′ini, as a function of the initial 4 

momentum pi and the molecular orientation θion. The value of ϕ′ini is donated by the color scale. 5 

(b) The constructed orientation-dependent Wigner time delay as a function of the electron kinetic 6 

energy. The blue arrow represents the direction of laser field E(t) of the most probable electron 7 

emission of SB1 peaks. 8 
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